Meeting Minutes
Date: August 24, 2021
Time: 2:00pm via Conference Call
Attendees:
Bob Hubenthal
Larry Covey
Kristine Keller
Jim Cortner
Beth Pece
Grace Takehara
Britt Beushausen
Taylor Jenkins
Tanja Reiners
Stephanie Baker
Bill Taylor
Darling Nava
Diane Vandewall
Tami Howard
Niels Fallisgaard
Vanessa Fusi

robert.hubenthal@dshs.wa.gov
larry.covey@dshs.wa.gov
kristine.keller@dshs.wa.gov
jim@cortner-ps.com
epece@alscarchitects.com
gtakehara@ahbl.com
brittb@ankrommoisan.com
taylorj@ankrommoisan.com
tanjar@ankrommoisan.com
stephanieb@ankrommoisan.com
billt@cannoncorp.us
outreach@darlingnava.com
dianevandewall@krazan.com
thoward@lundophsahl.com
nfallisgaard@sazan.com
vfusi@sazan.com

OCP
OCP
OCP
Cortner Architecture
ALSC Architects
AHBL
Ankrom Moisan
Ankrom Moisan
Ankrom Moisan
Ankrom Moisan
Cannon
Darling Nava Consulting
Krazan & Associates
Lund Opsahl Structural
Sazan Group
Sazan Group

360-480-6935
360-628-6662
509-601-2370
509-363-1039
509-838-8568
253-383-2422
206-876-3036
206-876-3023
206-876-3028
206-876-3040
425-677-2322
206-393-7514
253-939-2500
206-250-1076
206-267-1700
206-267-1700

Meeting Purpose: RFQ Informational Meeting for the Community Nursing Care Homes Predesign project.
1.

The basic requirements of the RFQ were reviewed for those in attendance. Nothing was highlighted that
is not written in the RFQ.

2.

There is an independent committee made up of DSHS personnel who will be working in parallel to the
selected consultant to help answer questions and determine the direction of the project. The current task
of this committee is to determine the level of care that will be provided at these facilities. That level of
care will directly impact the program of spaces that will be required.

3.

There will be a (5) person committee reviewing the RFQ’s and participating in the interviews. The
committee is made up of (2) from OCP, (2) from DDA, and (1) private architect.

4.

The schedule for this project is very compressed. The Legislature has been promised a status report by
December 1, 2021. Due to this limited schedule, it is anticipated that the short-list will be determined by
September 8th, and interviews the week of September 13th and that the consultant will be under contract
by the end of September.

5.

It is anticipated that the final report will include, at a minimum, a program of spaces and adjacencies,
detailed cost estimates, timelines and schedules, and life-cycle analysis. DSHS will be aiding in the
research of the geographic regions where these new facilities need to be sited, real estate research, and
staff modeling.

Meeting Minutes
Questions from Attendees:
A. What type of procurement method might we use? Will a contractor be used to control the cost
estimates?
 Answer: Procurement methods will be reviewed as part of the predesign process. It will be up to
the successful consultant to provide a team of experts to assist in the development of an accurate
cost estimate.
B.

Should it be assumed that these are all new construction?
 Answer: Not necessarily. Depending on the location, an existing facility might exist that could be
retrofitted to work.

C. Do you see site work needing to be accounted for in the cost estimates?
 Answer: Yes. The size of the facility will directly affect the size of acreage that will be needed.
D. Was there a preliminary need-assessment conducted?
 Answer: No. There has been no preliminary assessments conducted. This will be part of the
predesign process.
E.

Does working on the predesign preclude you from the selection for design later on?
 Answer: No.

F.

Is there a desired ratio for location distribution?
 Answer: No. The committee is open to following the results of the data.

G. Will these facilities be built on state-owned or newly purchased property?
 Answer: This will be determined during the predesign process.
H. What level of nursing care facility licensing will these facilities be designed for?
 Answer: The committee is currently determining the level of care these facilities will need to be
licensed for.
I.

Is this project related to the increased need for mental health services or the reduction at Western State
Hospital?
 Answer: No.

